
Event planning and catering
2016

Wedding or Event package 2016

Villa events
From 30 people

Pricing options for smaller groups are in a separate document

38 Euros per person includes
Canapés served to your guests

Spit roasted meat and full buffet
Light dessert

Daytime/dinner bar hands
Extras are: Sizzling Algarve prawns or thai prawns @ 65 per pan (3 kilos
approx.) Chicken, chourizo and prawn paella @ 175 per pan ( 60 cm pan)

Poached whole salmon fillet @ 3 euros pp
Cheese boards and nibbles for later

Extra desserts



The price includes staff to restock and oversee the buffet, clear plates and clear away all food
etc. plates and cutlery is washed and put away and the kitchen is cleaned and left tidy.

Bar services include bar people to arrive and leave with us, turning your bar over to self-
service later on We do not provide alcohol. Ice is ordered in and is charged as extra

Equipment hire quoted separately by Algarve marquees or cater world. You ( the client) pay
the hire company directly, once you have checked of the agreed order.

Extra staff will be quoted for if asked for a specific reason (i.e. table service)

CANAPES
The price includes serving of platters of canapés to your guests (max 1.5 hours) during after ceremony

drinks.
3 different types of canapé is included in the price

3 types to be chosen from the list below:
Melon and Presunto, homemade sardine and chilli or tuna and chilli pate with tostas,
flambéed Portuguese chourizo, cucumber cups with crème cheese and smoked salmon,

Bruschetta’s with: goats cheese, cherry tomato and basil, parmesan and garlic mushroom,
smoked Salmon with lemon, lime and coriander, prawns with garlic and piri piri or a Marie

rose sauce, sautéed bacon and tomato, black olive tapenade

YOUR CHOICES FOR SPIT ROAST AND FULL BUFFET
1. MEAT OPTIONS

Whole spit-roasted Pig: (approx. 65/70 kilos cooked whole on site) from 70 people
upwards to 130/150 each pig ( chicken cannot be cooked at the same time)

Bohemian spit roast : Pork and crackling ( legs of pork)  spit roasted, sizes of leg and
numbers of people is a lot more flexible with this option

Pulled pork and crackling with tomato and beer sauce or tamarind and chilli sauce
Suckling pig and chicken also cooked whole on site. From 30 to 60 people only

Leg of New Zealand lamb. From 30 upwards to 80 only
Both the suckling pig (x 3) and the lamb (x 8) are cooked with chickens so your guests will have both

meats to eat.
Cooked on site for your guests to see and served hot from machine to plate.

What we cook and the amount depends on number of guests.



Full Buffet

We will supply;
Rosemary and garlic roasted potatoes OR hot new potatoes with fresh herb butter

cooked fresh on site and served hot on your buffet. (Depends on numbers and
facilities)

Three of our comprehensive fresh salads (choose from separate list)
Homemade tri-color coleslaw with apple and mint or normal coleslaw

Fresh bread selection (whole meal seeded loaf and fresh rustic baguettes)
Sweet chilli, coriander and citrus sauces, Alioli, and one other.

A fresh fruit salad to be served again buffet style with vanilla yogurt and passion
fruit coulee or ice cream

Number of people to be catered for to be agreed before the date and paid for on the
day.

Extra desserts
A Homemade range of desserts is available ranging from 25 euros to 35 euros.

Bar Services Not applicable at a venue with own bar services ie hotels
or restaurants.



We will provide a basic bar service for you (We do not provide alcohol or ice) A dedicated bar man (not
cocktail bar man) will set up and stock your bar for you. You may need more than one bar man

depending on how many guests and the distances from bar to fridges etc. Beer and wines can be cooled
with ice in large buckets. When you have eaten and are relaxed and we have cleared away and cleaned all

buffet the bar man will turn your bar over to self service.

You must supply your own bottle openers, knives and chopping boards. A bar table will either be ordered
in or your own used. Cooler buckets are hired in if we are handling equipment hire for you.

(The reason for this is that the bar man will be leaving with us and will not be able to return the
following day to pick up equipment)

If you want a more comprehensive service or for the bar to continue for the entire evening we
can organise an independent bar service for you that will stay longer, supply ice and

equipment etc.
Or we will pass the details for a cocktail bar service to take over the entire bar services for

you and you can liase with him.

WEDDING CAKES OR CUP CAKES.
These can be ordered from several different sources let me know what you want and an approximate

budget for it and can either give you the contacts or order it for you.
Wedding cakes can start from around 100 euros and go up to ... well your budget is your guide.

EQUIPMENT HIRE
For all weddings and larger events all equipment is hired in for you, including,
plates, cutlery, dessert plates and cutlery, glasses, tables and chairs, linens, buffet
tables , bar tables and cooler buckets and ice buckets, as well as linens for all.

We will order all the equipment needed to hold your wedding reception or event .



Everything is individually priced and a quote will be sent for you to check closer to the time of your
event. Until then the general price is around 15 per person for a basic hire.

The company will be paid in either cash or Portuguese cheque on the day of the arrival of the equipment
at your venue. Transfers can be done before the event.
This is on top of the price I have quoted for the food.

We use outside companies to do this for you. Either Algarve marquees or Cater world. The final
responsibility for the EQ hire and what is needed is down to the client as we need to be told numbers and
plans for the day to know what to order. We only do this to help ease the planning of the day and make
sure you have what you need to help the day run smoothly. You are welcome to this yourself or have your

planner do it for you.

Set up on the day.
If you want as little to do as possible and more time to relax on your day, we will come in and set up all

the tables and chairs etc on the day and lay out the dinner settings for you.
This is at an extra charge starting at 80 euros depending on the size of the wedding or event.

We can hire a gazebo for the ceremony as well or your florist can provide this for you.

From The Piglets
We are very aware that many people are on a tight or limited budget, we do everything we
can to help you with an all too familiar concern. We do not add commission for suppliers
apart from the equipment hire and we will let you know before the date exactly what the

quote for us is and it has been agreed, there are no hidden extras on the day. The only
difference may be your selves asking for last minute extras.

We thrive on communication with all our clients and aim to be a friendly and re-assuring
presence on the day.

We sincerely hope we are able to be part of your day
And let's not forget

congratulations!


